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hello! i'm having a problem with my k8048 icsp programmer, the programmer has a menu for programming the chip but nothing on the menu gives the option of using the otp2 code. in the lcd on the k8048 it gives the option of using the 1,2,3,4 or otp2 code. i would
like to program my pic16c872 with this programmer and i don't know how to do that!does anyone know how to use the k8048 icsp programmer to program a pic16c872, as it's easy to program the chips using a socketed programmer but i need to program the
pic16c872 using the icsp which is attached to the board.thanks for any help! hello,as a beginner to ics programming, and having recently bought an uc3200 for experimentation, i'm looking for a simple, no fuss way to program my uc3200 using the k8048 icsp

programmer. i'm using the same program that the kit comes with (velleman # k8048 icsp), and i have loaded the program into the k8048 (program menu is on the lcd display). now, when i turn on the k8048, it starts up, and gets to the programming menu where it
lists the various code options, and says: 'cannot use code option'i realise there's a lot of information about programming the uc3200 on the internet, and many sites say the k8048 can't be used to program the uc3200, but they don't say why. on the internet i've also
read about software that's only for certain boards. what i need is a simple, no fuss way to program my uc3200 using the k8048.thanks for your help. hello!i've been using the velleman kit for programming the pic16c872 and now i've purchased some more kits and

need to program them using the k8048 icsp.so i've read on the internet how to program the chip using the k8048, but i have a question about it.one thing i noticed is that the k8048 has a menu for programming the chip, but the k8048 also has a menu for adjusting
the code.i'm guessing that the code in the k8048 is only for programming the pic16c872?but there's no code in the k8048 for adjusting the code?is there any way to adjust the code using the k8048?thanks!
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press the reset button on the programmer-arduino to reset the board. the reset pin
of the programmer-arduino should be connected to the reset pin of the target
arduino. now upload the sketch to the target arduino. the sketch is loaded by

pressing the upload button on the arduino ide (see figure 8). the icsp is based on
the arduino mega, and from the arduino code (in

/hardware/arduino/cores/arduino/arduinoboard.h), we can see that the icsp pins are
connected to the reset, isp enable, and data in pins. this means that we can

program the chip using isp without disconnecting it from the circuit. (see figure 5)
the arduino mega is based on the atmega328, and from the arduino code (in

/hardware/arduino/cores/arduino/arduinoboard.h), we can see that the icsp pins are
connected to the reset, spi master enable, and spi slave select pins. this means
that we can program the chip using spi without disconnecting it from the circuit.

the icsp is based on the arduino mega, and from the arduino code (in
/hardware/arduino/cores/arduino/arduinoboard.h), we can see that the icsp pins are

connected to the reset, spi master enable, and spi slave select pins. this means
that we can program the chip using spi without disconnecting it from the circuit.

(see figure 5) hi,i have a microchip k8048 icsp programmer and i want to program
a pic16c872 using it. i have downloaded the icp programmer software for it, and all

i can seem to do is change the value of a resistor. what do i need to do to get a
programming menu on the k8048?thanks 5ec8ef588b
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